
August 2013

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 2013, 7:32 AM

Ride: 1
Distance: 30 miles
Ride Time: 1 hour
Music: Maiden Ride Playlist
This was me on the morning of the maiden ride. The essay, Maiden
Ride, is about this miraculous ride.

5078 HANGING MOSS LN, SARASOTA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   75° SUNNY

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 2013, 6:37 AM

Ride No: 2
Ride Distance: 70 miles
Ride Time: 1hr 40m
Music: The Who

Details: to the sarasota/charlotte county line and back, all on Hw 41,
Tamiami Trail (2-3 lanes each direction, moderate traffic). 55-70 mph
most of way, felt very ordinary ride. they cant all be like yesterday,
in fact, there will never be another Maiden Ride. first five miles were
2 lane roads with gentle curves, best part of ride. practiced smooth
gearing during accelerate/decelerate, especially practiced gears to
brake. briefly stopped by osprey state park on way home. starting
feeling body fatigue at 1h20m and am tired now despite not doing
physical workout. strange.

Errors: one error, while making a U turn, i had to slow to the left,
stop, and then U turn on other side of road to return home. slowed
and stopped, but then unexpectedly stalled, recovered quickly.
since traffic was light, no consequence. had it been heavier, it would
have thrown timing.

Adjustments: allow extra time for such maneuvers since skill still
choppy.

3331 TAMIAMI TRL, PORT CHARLOTTE, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   75° CLEAR



SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 2013, 6:45 AM

Very sore today from last couple rides. will take day off from riding.
see how I'm feeling tomorrow. for now, lots to read anyway :-)

SARASOTA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   77° PARTLY CLOUDY

SUNDAY, AUGUST 4, 2013, 8:00 AM

Ride No: 3
Distance: 37 miles
Ride Time: 1 hr
Music: Lenny Kravits

Quick ride for a cup of coffee and then off to do some real world
testing of gear shifting. Went to Siesta Key Beach and then some.
Made gear chart, confirmed my ear is indeed hearing 3500 rpm as
the sweet spot, which indeed is where the Vulcan generates
maximum torque.

Errors: barely scraped right peg during lean. recovered nicely.
surprised I was comfortable leaning that far.

Adjustments: be aware of too heavy a lean, even when the given
speed allows. you have foot pegs!

SIESTA KEY, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   84° MOSTLY SUNNY

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 2013, 7:30 AM

Ride No: 4
Distance: 37 miles
Ride Time: 1h

Went for coffee, slight drizzle but ended quickly, no problems.
encountered rush hour traffics, annoying to ride in such
circumstances, stop and go, constant shifting, stop lights. tiresome.
ended ride on better circumstances, cruised in 4/5 gear
uninterrupted.

Errors: was a little sleep deprived, noticed my thinking was slow,
had trouble doin

SARASOTA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   79° CLOUDY



SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 2013, 2:39 PM

Ride: 5
Distance: 93 miles
Ride Time: 2 hr (3 hour total trip)

Excellent ride. After two day break, a lot settled into body, felt
more natural. Measured throttle/RPM relationship, and how speed
relates. 1/5 throttle corresponds to max torque RPM, 3500. Hung
out in Arcadia for an hour, bought some antiques in Arcadia, sleepy
town with lots of antique shops. On way home, did some passing on
two lane roads, all good. Still sorting out the theoretics of steering.
Felt truly happy on ride. 2nd best ride, after Maiden Voyage.

Errors: During sudden breaking, I grabbed both front break and
clutch, causing bike to speed up! Quickly let go and then did
correctly, brakes only.

Adjustments: Need more muscle memory to distinguish/remember
cycle (one break, one throttle) vs. bike (two hand breaks).

ARCADIA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   84° SUNNY

SUNDAY, AUGUST 11, 2013, 9:00 AM

Ride: 6
Distance: 94 miles
Time: 2.5 hours (3.5 total trip)

Wonderful ride, very Zen state, suddenly “got” the turning at higher
speed thing, lean AND throttle together, only a single variable to
focus on. was able to follow line within an inch no matter the speed
I entered. shifting up and down getting much smoother, not
perfect, but within reach of becoming so. also found all the
throttle/speed/RPM charting i did last time was very useful,
transferred that knowledge to my “firmware” so I automatically
knew speed and gear I was in by simply listening to engine. cool.
very useful to avoid tickets since once you know speed limit, easy to
set proper gear, stay in sweet spot and know you are not exceeding
a given speed without constantly checking.

got turned around on way home, briefly lost way, added 30 mins to
ride, not an issue. also tried earbuds, bad idea. loss of all
meaningful engine sounds, took them off in 30 secs. never again,
helmet speakers way to go. just wish a little louder. for now, can live
with. no major complaint.

Technical Errors: stalled once or twice at stop light, not paying



attention mostly.

Adjustments: Avoid mind relaxing too much, need to maintain a
minimal attention at all times.

KEY LARGO, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   86° SUNNY

MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 2013, 2:32 PM

Ride: 7
Distance: 107 miles
Ride Time: 2 hrs (3 hrs total trip time)
Music: The Eagles

Went to Sunshine Bridge to take photos. First camera ride, took 5D,
100, 24/24, 70/200, and 2x coupler, all fit within panniers easily. A
grand of equipment so can't leave unattended, not a problem this
time. Photos only so so as it was already past golden light. Still, no
real complaints as this was a test. All went perfectly, nice integration
of riding to take photos, cycle makes it easy to get anywhere fast.

The ride itself was exceptional, no question I'm in the performance
zone. Ride on Interstate 75 in Monday morning rush hour traffic,
moving at 80 mph, totally comfortable, textbook moves operating
in"firmware" mode. And given the race care acceleration of this
bike, you can respond almost instantly to any event, much faster
than car. My golden rules: 1) never stay in anyone's blind spot EVER,
2) never pass on the right unless you have no choice and need to
get out of a risk situation, and 3) leave a car length for every 10
mph, no exceptions.



Despite this only being my 7th ride, total of 450 miles, I'm there way
ahead of schedule. Average time to get here is 60 rides over six
months, I'm there in less than a sixth of time. It is what it is, double
checked that not overconfident, all data consistent with my indeed
having achieved the performance sweet spot. Heaven sent :-)

Decided to check max speed, at full throttle in 5th gear, took it up
to 102 mph. No fear, no concern, actually didn't even feel fast.
Gyroscopic forces very strong, almost rides itself.

Cycle really preformed beautifully at high speeds. Has sweet spot at
85 mph, humming along with little effort, 2/3 throttle position.
Above that, does just fine but you can hear the engining working,
not straining, just working. Will lay all this out in great chart as I
believe I've seen additional correlations between speed/RPM/gears.
Kawasaki engineers are superb, their thinking into the gears, how
the numbers work, in KPH units, are perfect round numbers.
Brilliance with practicality. A cycle designed for cruising: perfect
gears for country, state, and Interstate speeds, all at engine sweet
spot of max efficiency. As if not enough, they also then left you 3/5
of upper throttle for accelerations to pass and get out of risk
situations. And to think no one sees all this as worth discussing to
help beginners, all riders, learn how to use the throttle in correct
position and what gear to use for a given speed.

Happy happy buzz today. In Nirvana even thou ride ended 4 hours
ago.

Technical Errors: When coming to a complete stop to park, a little
jumpy. I'd like it to be perfect, like everything else.

Adjustment: Be more attentive to this to accelerate learning curving.

TAMPA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   90° SUNNY

TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 2013, 10:41 AM

no ride today,taking break. ended first phase, bike almost ready for
its first 600 mile check in, later this week.all is good, all is beautiful.
happy,happy;-))

SARASOTA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   77° SUNNY

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 2013, 7:38 AM

Ride: 8
Distance: 25 miles



Ride time: 1 hour
Music: n/a

Not really much of a ride, had to take cycle to shop for its 600 mile
checkup, had tuneup, oil change, all good. feels brand new again.
cool.

I allowed myself to stop monitoring my riding, just trusted that my
firmware was operational. And it was, so the natural focus was traffic
and the surround. with all attention there, everything quickened up.
my riding had snap, got to experience the adage, “Speed is a state
of mind, not how fast you are riding.” it is as if you are riding fast
but at a moderate velocity, everything is operating as if you are
processing the world at 100 mph, very much like Neo in The Matrix.
Extremely satisfying and fun fleeing for me. There is some
qualitatively different neurological state in this, I can feel it.
Facinating.

Technical Errors: none.

Adjustments: n/a

UNITED STATES

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 2013, 7:35 AM

Ride: 9
Distance: 112 miles
Ride Time: 2.5 hours
Music: Queen

Great ride going into and through Myakka Pakistan. Got to practice
very slow riding, turning, etc. I have dropped into that snap and
float pocket, can turn virtually all attention to the Surround. And
what a Surround it was. Came back via Interstate, got to top out. No
big deal. Much faster speeds are coming, on a Ninja and with race
training on a track. No doubt. Glorious ride home.

Technical Errors: Dropped bike at the very lash moment pulling into
garage, had to slow a little more quickly than expecting, float
suddenly became dead weight. No damage, miraculously. Found
performance edge.

Adjustments: hum, like, get you dick back into you pants a bit. Be
careful of the edge, very lucky it all ended in laughter instead of
tears.

SARASOTA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   77° SUNNY



SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 2013, 8:00 AM

No ride today, going to ft Lauderdale for couple days. Break might
do my muscle memory good. We'll see when I ride next, probably
Monday.

CORAL SPRINGS, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   82° MOSTLY CLEAR

SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, 2013, 10:32 AM

No ride today, will be returning home. Plan on riding tomorrow.
Feeling great bt already miss the cycle.

CORAL SPRINGS, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES   •   88° PARTLY CLOUDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 19, 2013, 6:37 AM

Ride: 10
Distance: 120 miles
Ride Time: 2hrs 20mins
Music: Motorcycle Playlist #2 and Queen

Went for coffee, sent a few emails. Then decided to"just ride"
today, no focus on “skills development.” Felt very relaxed. Went for
Myakka loop again. Rained at one point, sun shower, moving at high
speed, felt all okay. This time rather than speed tests, integrated
that type of riding into the actual driving. Packs of cars moving at
very high speed, couple of cars lengths apart, stopped music so i
could hear only roar of wind and engine. It really was like a “car
peloton” at higH speed. Passing at those speeds all felt very natural.
Oddly, rather than feeling nervous at this increased risk level, felt
calmer, heart beat slowed. I'm tempted to say I felt MORE relaxed
the faster I was moving?

Stop by Outback for steak lunch, figured earned a nice treat after all
that!

Technical Errors: just riding today; all technical issues operating at
self organized firmware level and were below conscious attention.

Adjustments: n/a

UNITED STATES
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